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1. Introduction

In his transcription of Barbareño Chumash, Harrington used a hyphen in what appear to be two straightforward contexts: margins and morpheme boundaries. The reason that Harrington would use a hyphen at a margin is obvious. His motivation for using a hyphen at what simply appears to be a morpheme boundary, however, is not as obvious as it may seem at first glance. In Harrington's transcription, hyphens that occur at morpheme boundaries actually fall into two categories: hyphens that function to clarify what the morphemes are, and hyphens whose actual purpose is to clarify phonological boundaries. There are thus three main contexts of hyphenation in Harrington's transcription system: margins, morpheme boundaries and phonological boundaries. These contexts may overlap, and indeed the latter two contexts of hyphenation always overlap in Harrington's transcription of Barbareño, but the function that a hyphen serves is radically different from one context to the next.

2. Hyphens at margins

As with standard usage, Harrington used a hyphen at a margin to indicate that the hyphenated word was to be completed on the following line. Harrington usually divided the word at a syllable boundary, as in (1):

(1) 59:0355/57  hi-lʔ-ɨ-e-ɾʊniw inɛs  ‘unmarried ones’
               DP-ART-NM-PL-N-be.married
As seen in example (1), the word *hilyešuniwinets* ‘unmarried ones’ occurs twice. It is hyphenated at the margin both times, at different places. In the first occurrence, the word is hyphenated as *hilyešuni-winet*s, and the hyphen appears after the second syllable in the stem, *uni-winet*s ‘to be married’. In the second occurrence, the word is hyphenated as *hilyeš-uniwinets*, and here the hyphen appears after the negative proclitic, *e-*. What this shows is that when Harrington used a hyphen at a margin, he did not necessarily hyphenate at a morpheme boundary. This in keeping with standard usage.

Example (1) also shows hyphenation at a syllable boundary, which is in keeping with standard practice. It is important to note, however, that Harrington would just as well hyphenate a word at an illicit syllable boundary, as seen in (2) (cf. also (29)). In these latter two examples, the hyphen follows the syllable onset, and thus interrupts the contiguity of the syllable.³

(2) 59:0148/198  *hi-hoš-pal-xlipištin-pi*  ‘where you open your eyes’
  *dp-dis-2-sub-open.the.eyes-loc*

Thus in (2), the word *hihošpakxilipštinpi* ‘where you open your eyes’ is hyphenated as *hihošpakxilip-štinpi*. This word would be syllabified as *hi.hoš.pal.xli.pš.tin.pi⁴* thus the hyphen appears after a syllable onset. In standard practice, words at the end of a line are supposed to be divided at a syllable boundary. For Harrington, however, prosodic factors such as syllabification were irrelevant when he used a hyphen at a margin, because the hyphen served only to indicate that a word continues on the following line. However, as will be seen in section 4, in other contexts there is a pertinent relation between prosody and where Harrington placed a hyphen (e.g. the hyphenated word *ni-kastisuy* above).

In sum, what examples (1), (2) (and (29)) reveal is that the hyphens that appear at margins were put there simply to show that the word continues on the next line. Such hyphens, in Harrington's transcription, need not respect morpheme boundaries or phonological boundaries. This context of hyphenation is rarely if at all ambiguous, as would be expected.
3. Hyphens at morpheme boundaries

In the narratives that Harrington wrote down, it is not unusual to find short paradigms or grammatical notes. Often these come at the end of the text. In such instances, Harrington might focus upon one or more of the morphemes that comprise the word or phrase in question. One way he would do this is by using a hyphen to isolate the boundaries of the morphemes. A typical example of this is seen in (3) below:

(3) 59:0666/69

\[ k\text{-}i\text{-}y\text{-}s\text{\textendash}p\text{o}s\text{-}u\text{\textendash}n\text{-}u \quad \text{‘we’re going to go gather pine nuts’} \\
\text{1-PL-FUT-pine.nut-VBL-AND} \]

Example (3) shows a short, elicited paradigm, based on the root \text{-p}o\text{s\textendash} ‘pine nut’, that comes at the end of a text about pine trees. In this context, Harrington’s use of the hyphen is meant to delineate the boundaries of certain morphemes: the first person plural prefix \text{k}i\text{\textendash}- (from \text{k-} ‘1st person’ and \text{i\textendash}- ‘plural’), the future tense prefix \text{s}a\text{\textendash}-, the root \text{p}o\text{s\textendash}- ‘pine nut’ and finally, the verbalizing suffix \text{-u}l (which also contains the andative glottal stop suffix here). Hyphens in this context are meant only to give information about morpheme boundaries; they are not meant to indicate phonological boundaries, such as where syllables begin or end. Thus hyphens in this context can precede vowel initial stems and affixes like the suffix complex, \text{-u}l and the stem \text{t\textendash}mx \text{\textendash} ‘to throw at’ in (4), both of which begin as ill-formed syllables for lack of an onset.
This kind of hyphenation rarely appears in the narrative proper, but one instance is seen in (4) below, where Harrington and Yee were apparently discussing whether it was better to use the suffix -šaš instead of the suffix -šaš, both of which can be interpreted as either a reciprocal or a reflexive:

(4) 59:0228/232  s-iy-šmax-šaš  ‘they throw at one another’
     3-pl-throw.at-rcp

Example (4) also reveals one more general context of hyphenation, as seen in il-xápexap and hilon-šontokosnonto. This will be taken up in section 4. The hyphen in il-xápexap indicates a post-proclitic pause (to be discussed in 4.1), and the hyphen in hilon-šontokosnonto marks a syllable boundary (to be discussed in 4.2).

So far I have shown two contexts in which Harrington used a hyphen: at margins, to show that a word continues on the following line, and at morpheme boundaries, to make explicit where certain morphemes begin and end. There is a third context in which Harrington used a hyphen. This context happens to involve morpheme boundaries as well. The purpose of the hyphen in this case, however, is not to delineate morpheme boundaries; rather, it serves to clarify his transcription with respect to phonological boundaries.

4. Hyphens at phonological boundaries

Phonological boundaries are another context in which Harrington used a hyphen. There are two types of phonological boundaries in particular: the syllable boundary and the pause that may occur between a proclitic and the remaining stem. These comprise the third context for hyphenation in Harrington’s transcription of Barbareño.
This third context is somewhat obscure because, in all the cases that I have seen, the phonological boundary happens to coincide with a morpheme boundary. So unless one is familiar with the phonology of the language (in this case, Barbareño) one might think that Harrington decided to put another hyphen at a morpheme boundary for no apparent reason, other than to make the morpheme boundary more explicit at that particular instance. It would then be tempting for one to conclude that Harrington’s use of hyphens was inconsistent and not really meaningful. With such an erroneous assumption as that, one might easily miss out on some important insights into the phonology of the language.

The major difference between the hyphens used at margins and morpheme boundaries and the hyphens used at phonological boundaries is that the latter play an essential role in Harrington’s phonetic transcription. They give explicit information about the pronunciation of a word. They alert the reader that there is a phonological boundary—not just any phonological boundary—but a boundary that cannot necessarily be assumed to exist, given the phonotactic patterning of the language. The hyphen in this context thus serves to make Harrington’s phonetic transcription much more accurate and much less ambiguous than it otherwise would be. I shall illustrate this with examples from the two types of phonological boundaries mentioned above: pauses that may occur between proclitics and the remaining stem, and syllable boundaries.

4.1 Hyphens that mark the presence of a post-proclitic pause

In Barbareño Chumash narratives, Harrington would often put a hyphen after proclitics, especially the proclitics ʔi- and hii(l)-. But one can count just as many instances where he does not hyphenate these clitics. This variation in hyphenation strikes one as arbitrary, until one learns that these clitics may or may not form a phonological word with the constituent that follows them. In listening to Madison Beeler’s tape recordings of Mary Yee, one notices that she sometimes has longer pauses after these clitics. From these variations in Yee’s pronunciation one can make certain assumptions about Harrington’s transcription: the proclitic is written as directly preceding the stem without an intervening hyphen when the proclitic and the following stem do form a coherent, phonological word, with no noticable pause after the proclitic. However, if there is a noticable pause after the proclitic, then Harrington would put a hyphen between the proclitic and the following stem to make explicit the fact that there is a pause.

This variation in pause length is often seen in different tokens of a given word, even within the same narrative. Examples (5) through (8) below show pairs of words that differ only in the presence or absence of a hyphen:
(5) ṭa-ka-s-ṭis'uy
   ṭa-that-3-sign
   ‘it is a sign [that...]’

a. 59:0140/198 (not hyphenated)

b. 59:0148/198 (hyphenated)

(6) ṭa-s-wil-waš
   ṭa-3-be-pst
   ‘it was’

a. 59:0531/101 (not hyphenated)

b. 59:0529/101 (hyphenated)
(7) hi-l-x̂oʔ  
DP-ART-sycamore

'of a sycamore (tree)'

a. 59:0667/71 (hyphenated; second line to the top)  
b. same page (not hyphenated; second line to the bottom)
(8) hi-l-xáp

DP-ART-rock

'a rock'

a. 59:0687/76 (hyphenated; second line to the top)
b. same page (not hyphenated; bottom line)
Examples (5) through (8) illustrated pairs of words that differ only in the presence or absence of a hyphen. Two of these pairs (examples (7) and (8)) are respectively on the same hand-written page of the narrative. When faced with pairs of words like these, one has a choice of two interpretations: either the hyphens were inconsistently used, or there is a meaningful pattern to them. There is also the question of what purpose the hyphens serve. One could choose the interpretation that Harrington simply decided to make a proclitic boundary explicit sometimes, but not at other times. I would argue that hyphens in this context were not meant to simply point out morpheme or proclitic boundaries, however.

First, these proclitics occur in great frequency in Barbareño narratives. As discussed in section 3, when Harrington wanted to make morpheme boundaries explicit, he did so in specific contexts, such as the elicitation shown in (3), or when the choice of a specific morpheme was at issue, as seen in (4) with *štiw* vs. *štš*. Also, as is evident in the previous examples, when the dependent proclitic *hi-* (sometimes elided to form *i-*) and the article, *l-*, come together to form *hil-* (or *il-*), Harrington never put a hyphen between them, i.e., one would not expect to see *hi-l-* hyphenated as such, within a narrative. Obviously, then, the hyphens in (5) through (8) were not put there to mark off morpheme boundaries.

Harrington is known for going to great lengths to capture variable, phonetic minutiae in the speech of his consultants. It is therefore not surprising that he would make note of Yee's variation in post-proclitic pausing. It is important to note, however, that the hyphens are not redundant in this context. Since the pausing may or not occur, one cannot always know when to expect it. Thus without the hyphens, Harrington's transcription of Yee's pronunciation would be ambiguous in places: one could not always be certain when Yee's proclitics do and do not form a phonological word with the following stem. The hyphens thus serve to make Harrington's phonetic transcription more accurate by indicating a phonological boundary that one could not be sure was there otherwise.

In 4.1 I examined one kind of phonological boundary that Harrington marked with a hyphen: the post-proclitic pause. In 4.2 I discuss another kind of phonological boundary that Harrington marked with a hyphen: the syllable boundary. In both cases, the hyphen plays a crucial role in Harrington's phonetic transcription.

### 4.2 Hyphens that mark the presence of a syllable boundary

Syllabification in Barbareño Chumash is usually straightforward. A syllable must have at least one consonant as an onset. If there is an intervocalic, medial cluster of two consonants, then the first consonant closes the preceding syllable (becoming its coda), and the second consonant begins the following syllable (becoming its onset). Thus the medial cluster *qw-* in *qowot* 'hair; head hair' syllabifies as *qowot*, the *q* serving as a coda, the *w* serving as an onset. However, there are two conditions for which this generalization does not always work: (1) when a consonant (a stop or sonorant) is followed by a glottal stop, as in *qʔ*- or *wʔ*; and, (2) when a consonant is followed by an identical or nearly identical consonant, as in *kk* and *kq*. When either of these conditions occur, the consonants in question usually merge to form one consonant. The following examples illustrate how a -Cʔ- sequence is typically syllabified, when C is a stop or sonorant:
(9) *mu?ey* → *mu.îey*  
‘near [or] by (something)’  
cf. *unimu?ey* ‘to be about to’

(10) *ʔ-itaq-ʔw* → *ʔ.i.ta.ʔw*  
‘hearing’

(11) *s-iy-su-tip-ʔin* → *siy.si.pi.ʔin*  
‘they salt [food, etc.] with...’

(12) *hi-š-iy-ʔap* → *hi.si.ʔap*  
‘[in] their house’

(13) *ʔalʔatãšwin-ic* → *ʔal.ʔa.tãš.wi.nič*  
‘shaman; sorcerer’

Examples (9) through (13) show that, when a stop or sonorant precedes a glottal stop, one can expect that both consonants will merge into one, glottalized consonant, and be syllabified as such. Thusly *mu?ey* always syllabifies as *mu.îey*, never as *mu.ʔey*. One would not expect a stop or sonorant and a following glottal stop to be heterogeneously syllabified, as in *mu.ʔey*. Yet, as it turns out, there are many instances in which the stop or sonorant and a following ? do not merge. When they do not merge, they end up syllabifying to different syllables, and Harrington used a hyphen to mark the ‘unexpected’ syllable boundary between the consonant and the following glottal stop in such instances. Typically, one sees this in reduplicated words, as in example (4) seen earlier and examples (14) through (18) below:

(14) 59:0136/197  
*p-al-nuh-ru-hik-wun* → *hi-hoʔ-k-ʔalʔaliʔuʔ*  
2-SUB-R.-COM-do-PL.OBJ  
DP-DIS-1-R.-brick-EM  
‘[what] are you doing with my bricks?’
The cannons were only just throwing out smoke.

'of the ancient Indians'

'(when) the automobiles were [first] coming in'
As seen in examples (4) and (14) through (18) above, Harrington often used a hyphen in reduplicated words. Not in all reduplicated words, however. In (18), for example, there is a hyphen between the reduplicant prefix ḏap- and its base, ḏap’antiš ‘village’, yet there is no hyphen within the reduplication that is written directly above it, ...liyliyik ‘between [the villages]’. Harrington’s use of the hyphen in these examples reflects the expected and unexpected syllabification of consonant clusters. There is no need to put a hyphen in ...liyliyik, because the consonants of the medial cluster, -yl-, syllabify in the expected way: ...liy.liyik. This is what one would anticipate given Barbareño syllabification as explained at the beginning of section 4.2. It was also shown that, when a stop or sonorant is followed by a glottal stop, the two consonants usually merge into one, glottalized consonant (cf. (9) through (13)). In the reduplication .. ḏap- ḏap’antiš, however, the final coda p in the reduplicant prefix, ḏap-, does not merge with the glottal stop onset of the base, ḏap’antiš; that is to say, the reduplication syllabifies as .. ḏap. ḏa.p’a.riš. Given the examples in (9) through (13), one might expect this reduplication to be syllabified as *a. ḏa.p’a.riš instead.

As it turns out, there is a good reason that productive reduplications like .. ḏap- ḏap’antiš do not syllabify like the words seen in (9) through (13). In Barbareño productive reduplication (as discussed in Wash 1995), it is normally the case that the reduplicant and base do not share the same syllabification domain. Hence, the coda (i.e. final) consonant of the reduplicant does not syllabify as (or with) the onset to the base. In other words, the reduplicant and base are separated by a syllable boundary. However, for a significant number of high-frequency words, this boundary has broken down. Often, these words have two variants in reduplication: a productive variant, which has a syllable boundary separating the reduplicant and base, and a lexicalized variant, which has no such boundary. In the latter case, the coda or final consonant of the reduplicant must syllabify homogeneously (and phonetically merge) with the onset of the base if the phonotactics allow it. Most of the remaining examples show both the productive and lexicalized variant of the reduplicated word in question. A few words, however, have retained only the lexicalized variant, such as ḏakiviš ‘word’ in (19) and ḏenek ‘woman’ in (20) below:
The reduplication of ḫakīw ‘word’ is syllabified as ḫakẖakīw, not as *akh akīw, which would be the productive variant. The glottalization that Harrington wrote over the reduplicant’s coda, ʰ, shows that it has merged with the glottal stop onset of the base. The syllabification is clear, and thus there is no need for a hyphen.

The reduplicated word for ḫeneq ‘woman’ is lexicalized, and thus syllabifies as ḫe tênex rather than as *en tênex, which would be the expected syllabification if this word were productively reduplicated. Harrington noted this fact, using a hyphen to show where the syllable boundary would be if this were a regular reduplication:

"Absolutely not *en-ȟè·نةx. Imp. If you did not know the irreg. pl. you wd say *en-ȟè·نةx" (33:0436).

Other words that derive from the same root for ‘female’ do show the regular reduplication however, as seen below in (21) for ‘old woman’ and in (22) for ‘adolescent girl’:
Given this difference between the reduplicated form for 'woman' and those seen for 'old woman' and 'adolescent girl', if Harrington had left out the hyphen in (21) and (22), i.e., if he had written them as *ren*-*en*-*en* and *helen*-*en*-*en*, then one could not be certain about how these forms should be syllabified or pronounced. Without the hyphen, the consonant and the following glottal stop would be written right next to each other, in this case ..n?, which could be interpreted as a glottalized n, i.e. [n]. This would have made his transcription ambiguous. Harrington of course was well aware that the reduplicated form for 'woman' syllabifies differently from the reduplicated forms for 'old woman' and 'adolescent girl'. His use of a hyphen at the correct syllable boundary makes his phonetic transcription clear, and serves to show that there is indeed a syllable boundary between the final consonant of the reduplicant and the initial glottal stop of the base.

The importance of the hyphen in making his transcriptions accurate is even more evident in (23) through (26), which show words that have both a productive and lexicalized variant of reduplication. Again, the main difference between these variants is in how they are syllabified: in the productive variant there is a syllable boundary between the reduplicant prefix and the following base, whereas in the lexicalized variant this boundary no longer exists. The productive variant is given in part (a.) of the examples below, and it is always written with a hyphen; the lexicalized variant is given in part (b.) of the examples, and does not have a hyphen. To further illustrate the difference in pronunciation between the two variants, I show how each reduplication is syllabified in the examples below:
(23) reduplications for ikalayaš ‘one's own trail’

a. 59:0651/132 (productive variant; hyphenated)\textsuperscript{11}
\[\text{hu-s-\textit{iy}-it\textdagger\textasciitilde-it\textdagger\textasciitilde alayaš}\textdagger\textasciitilde\] 'their (own) trails'
\texttt{RM-3-PL-R.-EP.?-one's.own.trail-EM}
Syllabification: \texttt{hu.si.yi.i\textdagger\textasciitilde.it\textdagger\textasciitilde a.la.yaš}

\[\text{\textasciitilde hu si i\textdagger\textasciitilde i\textdagger\textasciitilde a la yaš}\]

b. 59:0531/101 (lexicalized variant; not hyphenated)
\[\text{hi-s-\textit{iy}-it\textdagger\textasciitilde-it\textdagger\textasciitilde alayaš}\] 'their (own) trails'
\texttt{DP-3-PL-R.+EP.?+one's.own.trail}
Syllabification: \texttt{hi.si.yi.i\textdagger\textasciitilde.i\textdagger\textasciitilde a.la.yaš}

\[\text{\textasciitilde hi si yi i\textdagger\textasciitilde i\textdagger\textasciitilde a la yaš}\]
(24) reduplications for ḳeleywun 'swordfish'

a. 59:0207/221 (productive variant; hyphenated)
    hi-heʔ-lʔelʔeleywunʔ    'the swordfish (as a group)'
    DP-FIX-ART-R.-SWORDFISH-EM

Syllabification: hi.heʔ.lʔe.le.ye.wuʔ

b. 59:0071/181 (lexicalized variant; not hyphenated)
    hi-ho-lʔe+eleywunʔ    'the swordfish (as a group)'
    DP-DIS-ART-R.-SWORDFISH-EM

Syllabification: i.ho.le.le.ye.wuʔ
(25) reduplications for *exwel* 'to make'

a. 59:0708/248 (productive variant; hyphenated)
   $s$-$am$-$exwel$-
   3-IDF-R.-EP.-make-NM
   Syllabification: $sa.mek'exwel$

b. 33:0581 (lexicalized variant; not hyphenated)
   $s$-$ex$+?+$exwel$-
   3-R.+EP.-make-NM
   Syllabification: $se.k'exwel$

Even high-frequency loan words will show this variation:

(26) reduplications for *?inyu* 'Indian' < Spanish *indio*

a. 59:0590/42 (productive variant; hyphenated)
   $ho$-$l$-$?in$-$?inyu$-
   DIS-ART-R.-Indian-EM
   Syllabification: $ho.lin.?inyu$

b. 59:0331/138 (lexicalized variant; not hyphenated)
   $ho$-$l$-$?in$+$?inyu$-
   DIS-ART-R.+Indian-EM
   Syllabification: $ho.lin.inyu$
The hyphen seen in the examples on the preceding pages serves to mark a syllable boundary that one might otherwise not know was there. It thereby makes Harrington’s phonetic transcription more accurate. On rare occasions, Harrington left out a hyphen without indicating whether or not the coda consonant was glottalized. In these cases, his transcription is ambiguous with respect to the syllable boundary in question. In example (27) below, there are three reduplications for the word \( ?\bar{a}l \), ‘leg; foot; paw’. The productive reduplication in (a) has a hyphen to mark the syllable boundary between the reduplicant and its base:

(27) reduplications for \( ?\bar{a}l \) ‘leg; foot; paw’

a. \[ 59:0057/178 \] (productive variant; hyphenated)
   \[ ke-s-?\bar{a}l-?\bar{a}l \]
   and-3-r.-leg-em
   Syllabification: \( \text{kes.}\bar{a}l.\bar{a}l \)

The lexicalized reduplication in (b) is written with an ‘arc of glottalization’ over the reduplicant coda, -\( \bar{a} \), which means that the coda and the base-initial glottal stop have merged (becoming \( \bar{a} \)), and thus syllabify as an onset to the base:

b. \[ 59:0053/178 \] (lexicalized variant; not hyphenated)
   \[ ke-ho-s-?\bar{a}l+?\bar{a}l \]
   and-dis-3-r.+leg-em
   Syllabification: \( \text{ke.hos.}\bar{a}l.\bar{a}l \)

The reduplication in (c), however, is ambiguous. It does not have a hyphen or seemingly any indication of whether the reduplicant coda is glottalized:

c. \[ 59:0484/86 \] (not hyphenated, could be either productive or lexicalized)
   \[ ke-ho-s-\bar{a}l-\bar{a}l \]
   and-dis-3-r.-leg
   Syllabification:
   \( \text{ke.hos.}\bar{a}l.\bar{a}l \) (if productive)
   \( \text{ke.hos.}\bar{a}l.\bar{a}l \) (if lexicalized)
From the examples of reduplication given in section 4.2, it is clear that the hyphen plays a crucial role in Harrington’s phonetic transcription. However, there are instances in which the hyphen is somewhat redundant, as in the reduplications in (28) and (29) below:

(28) 59:0229/232  
`hi-s-iš-išmax-wun`  
DP-3-PL-R.-EP.-throw.at-PL.OBJ  
'[stones which they will use] to throw at (the others)'

Syllabification: `hi.s.iš.išmax.wun`

(29) 59:0264/240  
`hi-l-iš-uš-ušuyepš`  
DP-ART-NM-PL-R.-EP.-change-IP  
'different (people)'

Syllabification: `hi.li.uš.ušu.yepš`

In (28) and (29) above, Harrington used a hyphen to make it clear that there is a syllable boundary between the reduplicants iš- and uš- and their respective glottal stop-initial stems, -išmax and -ušuyepš. Since this use of the hyphen parallels its usage in the previous examples to a great extent, one might think that the hyphens in (28) and (29) are just as necessary as those in the previous examples. The reason the hyphens are not as necessary in (28) and (29) is that the syllable boundary is readily predictable, and never ambiguous, for medial clusters that consist of a fricative and a following glottal stop, i.e. -s̕, -š̕, -x̕- and -h̕-, for Barbareño. Such medial clusters always syllabify in the following way: the fricative closes the preceding syllable, and the glottal stop begins the following syllable. This is illustrated in the words below:
(30) *us?ismon* → *us.?is.mon* ‘to gather’

(31) *ušex* → *uš.?ex* ‘to spread’

(32) *ex?ec* → *ex.?ec* ‘to laugh’

Given these facts of Barbareño phonotactics, one can see that the hyphens in (28) and (29) are redundant. What Harrington was probably trying to do, in cases like these, was as consistent as possible with how he transcribed the syllable boundary in other consonant-glottal stop environments, like those seen throughout the examples in 4.2, in order to make his transcription as clear as possible.

Throughout 4.2 I have shown that Harrington used the hyphen as a transcriptional device for marking syllable boundaries. Reduplications are the most common venue for this type of hyphen because the syllable boundaries in many reduplicated forms must be made explicit and cannot be taken for granted. On rare occasions, however, there will appear a non-reduplicated word containing an unexpected syllable boundary. Likewise in these instances, Harrington used a hyphen to make this boundary explicit in his phonetic transcription. This is seen in (33):³³

(33) 59:0129/195

*hi-p-sa?-itš?-alakutay-us-wun*

*DP-2-FUT-ASSOC-be.kind-APPL-PL.OBJ*

‘[it was necessary] that you be kind to them [the sorcerers]’

Syllabification: *hip.sa.?itš.?a.la.ku.ta.yus.wun*

Harrington originally wrote the ..š.. as ..š.., but then apparently decided that the ..š.. was not glottalized by the following stem-initial? after all, as would otherwise be expected, hence he erased the glottalization over the ..š.. and put a hyphen between the ..š.. and the following glottal stop. The second and last time that this verb was mentioned, Harrington again used a hyphen:
(34) 59:0129/195
hi-s-itš-palanatay-waš
DP-3-assoc-be.kind-pst
'she treated him kindly'

Syllabification: hi.sitš-pa.la.natay.waš

Tšu kamóno' hi.sitš-palan-

xutay.waš

So far all of the examples of hyphen usage in 4.2 have shown how the hyphen serves to mark a syllable boundary between a consonant and a following glottal stop. While this happens to be the most potentially ambiguous context for a syllable boundary, there is one other context that can be just as problematic. This is exemplified in (35) below:

(35) 59:0089/9
p-saxk'ala.lalan-us-wun
2-R.+holer-APPL-PL.OBJ
'you holler at them'

Syllabification: psaxk'ala.lalan-us-wun

iyéme p-saxk'ala.la.la-
the you holler at them
nus.wun
isye'ta.xin
they don't hear you.
In this instance, the hyphen serves to mark a syllable boundary between to identical consonants. In Barbareño, if two identical or similar obstruents are adjacent and syllabified homogeneously, an aspirate form will occur:

\[ k + k \rightarrow k^h, \quad k + k \rightarrow k^h, \quad s + s \rightarrow s^h, \quad s + s \rightarrow s^h, \quad p + p \rightarrow p^h, \quad \text{etc.} \]

This has been discussed by Harrington (various places throughout the grammatical notes in Reel 33), and in Beeler 1970, 1976, 1979; Beeler and Whistler 1980; Klar 1977; Whistler 1980; and (briefly) Wash 1995. Given this characteristic of Barbareño, if Harrington had not put the hyphen in the word in (35), one might misinterpret the sequence *[\kappa^h\kappa^h]* as having the phonetic value *[\kappa^q\kappa^q]* (Harrington’s \kappa = [q]), and pronounce the word as *[\kappa^q\kappa^q\text{al...}]* instead of as *[\text{sa}^q\kappa^q\text{al...}]*. The use of the hyphen in this context, then, makes the transcription less ambiguous and less subject to misinterpretation.

Finally, it should be noted that Harrington sometimes used a period instead of a hyphen to mark what would otherwise be an ambiguous syllable boundary in his transcription:

(36) 60:0622

\[ \text{hirheka}-s \, \text{s}^h \text{ut}-s^h \text{utowitš} \]

right.away-3.r.-quick

‘he was very quick’

Syllabification: \textit{hi.\text{rhe.ka}.s^h\text{ut}.s^h\text{u.to.witš}}

If Harrington had not used a period or any other device, such as a hyphen, to mark off the syllable boundary between the \textit{t} and \textit{s}, one could then easily misinterpret his transcription and think that the word should be syllabified or pronounced as \textit{hi.\text{rhe.ka}.s^h\text{ut}.s^h\text{u.to.witš}} because, in Harrington’s transcription, the sequence ..s^h.. always has the value [\epsilon^h].

5. Conclusion

I have shown that there are three major contexts of use for hyphenation in Harrington’s transcription of Barbareño Chumash: margins, morpheme boundaries, and phonological boundaries. At margins, the hyphen serves to show that a word continues on the following line. In this context, the hyphen may or may not respect morpheme boundaries and/or syllable boundaries. At morpheme boundaries, the hyphen’s purpose is to show clearly what the morphemes are in a given word or phrase. In this context, one usually sees several hyphens in the word or phrase, which is often a grammatical note or elicitation
involving a certain root or stem that Harrington was especially interested in. Finally, at phonological boundaries, the hyphen serves two specific purposes: to indicate that there is a pause between a proclitic and the following stem, and to mark a syllable boundary, especially when such boundaries might otherwise be unexpected or unpredictable given the regular, productive patterns in the language. In every instance, these latter two sub-contexts happen to coincide with a morpheme boundary, so unless one is familiar with the phonology it may appear that Harrington’s use of hyphens was not only random, but relatively meaningless as well. I have shown, however, that the hyphen serves an extremely important role in Harrington’s phonetic transcription. It alerts the reader to an expected pause or syllable boundary, thereby giving crucial information about how a given word is correctly pronounced. In this final context, the hyphen serves to make Harrington’s transcription much more accurate and less ambiguous than it otherwise would be.

Endnotes

1. My work on Barbareño Chumash has been made possible by grant BNS90-11018 from the National Science Foundation (Marianne Mithun, principal investigator). This particular study is an outgrowth of the research I did for my master’s thesis, ‘Productive reduplication in Barbareño Chumash’ (Wash 1995). This study is also a continuation of my research on Harrington’s notations and transcription methods (cf. Wash 1993).

The Barbareño data come from microfilms of John P. Harrington’s manuscript materials. These microfilms were kindly made available by John Johnson at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History.

2. Each example number is followed by a reference number that indicates the microfilm reel, frame, and narrative text to which I have given an interlinear gloss. The citation form for reference numbers is e.g. ‘59:0355/57’, which reads ‘microfilm reel 59, frame 708, Barbareño text 57’.

For the hyphenated words in question I have provided an underlying form, interlinear gloss and free translation. The abbreviations in these glosses are as follows:

1. ‘first person’
2. ‘second person’
3. ‘third person’
AND
‘andative’
APPL
‘applicative’
ART
‘article’
ASSOC
‘associative’
COM
‘comitative’
DIS
‘distal’
DP
‘dependent marker’
EM
‘emphatic’
EP
‘epenthetic’
FUT
‘future’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>'indefinite'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>'instrumental'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>'imperfective'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITR</td>
<td>'iterative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>'locative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>'negative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>'nominalizer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPST</td>
<td>'noun past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>'object'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>'plural'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRX</td>
<td>'proximal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>'past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.</td>
<td>'reuplicant'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>'remote'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>'subordinator'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBL</td>
<td>'verbalizer'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Barbareño examples are from Mary Yee, the last known fluent speaker of any Chumash language.

3. In the Barbareño lexicon, syllables must have an onset, as was first noted by Harrington (33:0230). Barbareño syllable structure is discussed in detail in Wash 1995.

4. Incidentally, the syllabification could also be ..pištinp, but not in careful speech. As Harrington explains (33:0230), "The first consonant of a word-interior two-consonant cluster ends the preceding syllable, the second to the following syllable." I confirmed this in my M. A. thesis (Wash 1995) after listening carefully to Mary Yee's pronunciation on Madison Beeler's (1954-1961) recordings.

5. ?i- means something like 'as for the one in question; pertaining to what was just mentioned'; hi- is a marker of dependency; l- is an article.

6. Once in a while Harrington wrote these proclitics separately, leaving an obvious space between the proclitic and the following word.

7. This is not to say that one could not make predictions about where this type of hyphen would and would not appear. A good example is seen with the proclitics in the reduplicated words in example (4). One would predict that a hyphen would not occur between hil- and the reduplicated word in hilon-ontokosnorto for the following reason: the article, l-, merges phonetically with the glottal stop onset of the reduplicant, thereby becoming glottalized, and is parsed as the onset to the reduplicated form. Since the proclitic merges phonetically with the stem, a post-proclitic pause would be highly unexpected, if not impossible. Thus one would not expect Harrington to write something like *hil-on... or even hi-lon... (The hyphen that appears after the reduplicant in hilon-ontokosnorto serves to mark a syllable boundary between the reduplicant and the base, and is unrelated to the proclitics. This function of hyphenation is further discussed in 4.2).
8. This generalization is more relaxed in fast speech. Further details of Barbareño syllable structure and syllabification are given in Wash 1995. Cf. also footnotes 3 and 4.

9. Interestingly, in Bill Bright's (1952) Barbareño field notes, there is a lexicalized variant of reduplication for the word 'old woman' which he recorded from Mary Yee: [ʔɛ·ʔneʔnex·waʃ]. It is quite possible Harrington recorded this variant as well but I just have not come upon it yet.

10. Another difference that is often seen is in the degree of final, emphatic glottalization: the productive variant may show a greater degree of glottalization on the final syllable, but the lexicalized variant may show some or none at all.

11. Example (23) illustrates two trademark features of Barbareño productive reduplication: (1) the coda (final consonant) of the reduplicant is never underlyingly glottalized or aspirated; and, (2) if the base is underlyingly vowel initial, it will get an epenthetic glottal stop onset. For a detailed explanation of why and how this happens, see Wash 1995.

12. Though it is impossible for me to tell at this point whether this is a productive or a lexicalized variant of reduplication, if I had to choose between the two, I would choose the latter. The reduplication in (c) does not appear to have emphatic glottalization, which, as seen in (a) and (b) of example (27), often has the effect of giving emphatic stress and length to the vowel of the final syllable. The lexicalized variant of a reduplicated noun may or may not have emphatic reduplication, but it is extremely unusual for the productive variant not to have emphatic glottalization. For this reason, the reduplication in (c) is probably lexicalized.

   Emphatic glottalization is often a secondary consequence of nominal reduplication (the fact that something is reduplicated means that it is, in a sense, given emphasis, hence the emphatic glottalization). In some cases, however, the presence of the emphatic glottal clitic has more to do with the pragmatic use of that reduplication in the context of the narrative, rather than with the fact that the word in question is reduplicated. Example (27b) is a lexicalized variant, and as such would not normally show full emphatic stress and lengthening on the final vowel (both of which are a consequence of the emphatic glottal clitic). However, this particular reduplication appears in a story about a Chumash man who was punished (to death) by having various body parts cut off. Judging from Harrington’s transcription of the story, as Mary Yee tells which body parts were cut off, she uses an emphatic tone of voice for each one.

13. The word in (33) also shows one of the few times that Harrington neglected to hyphenate at a margin.

14. This reduplication is based on the stem sak'ulalan 'to holler, give one holler'. This stem seems to be a lexicalization that involves the classifier prefix ak- 'of/with the mouth' and k'al- 'to loosen up'. Elsewhere in my corpus, another token of the reduplicated form of this word appears as sak'alak'alalan.
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